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“Drink Nozz-A-La”
2016
16” x 20”
Digital Painting 

Drink Nozz-a-La is a digital portrait created in Photoshop using a variety of brushes and 
painting techniques. The style is a fresh, digital take on the midcentury style of a Coca-Cola Classic 
advert, but with a twist. The brand Nozz-a-La is a nod to the fictional soda that appears in several 
books by horror author Stephen King. 



“Holi Cow”
2015
11” x 17”
Vector Art Poster

This was a fun poster I created to celebrate the spring festival of Holi, which is known as the 
“festival of colors”. The festival culminates with large groups of people celebrating together by 
dancing and throwing around brightly colored powders. This design is both a play on the the word 
“Holi”, as well as the reference to the cow being a holy animal in Hindu culture, the origins of the 
fest.



Client- Marshall Lytle, Bogtrotter’s Union
Guinness Logo: 2017 ; Fist Logo: 2016 ; Union Badge Logos: 2015
Vector Art

Bogtrotter’s Union is a popular Las Vegas-based Celtic rock and folk punk outfit that I met 
while running the Artistic Armory. I have been fortunate enough to design several of their logos 
and T-shirts over the last few years. What I love most about designing for them is that they know 
and love my style, and I know and love their music so they give me free reign to create whatever 
designs inspire me. They have enthusiastically embraced everything I’ve made for them to this 
point and I look forward to designing more for them in the future.



Client: Melanie Davis; CEO, Mad Girl With a Box, LLC
Logo, 2015    
Vector Art 

Mad Girl With a Box is a unique local business that caters to the geekier side of Las Vegas 
shoppers. Owner Melanie Davis has converted a vintage canned ham trailer into a traveling store 
full of pop culture clothing, kitsch and collectibles that pops up at events and festivals all over 
town. She wanted a logo that gave an instant impression of geekiness without going overboard 
so I included some subtle elements such as the Star Wars’ Empire logo for the wheel and a nod to 
Harry Potter with the Deathly Hallows trailer hitch. 



Client: Gishwhes,  Misha Collins
2016
Vector Art 

Each year tens of thousands of people all over the world, including myself, band together in 
global teams and complete ridiculous, wacky and humanitarian tasks in the name of charity during 
the Greatest International Scavenger Hunt the World Has Ever Seen. In 2016 I was approached 
by the organization to create merchandise, including this bandanna.  The design features a lot of 
in-jokes within the competition community, including the Slangaroo mascot, and references such 
as the sock monkey hat (the unofficial head wear of the hunt), a pineapple (from which contestants 
crafted running shoes) and D2N, which stands for “Death to Normalcy”, the motto of Gishwhes.



Client: Gishwhes,  Misha Collins
2016
Digital Art 

In addition to the bandanna I also created this minimalist type T-shirt design for Gishwhes. 
It consists of the outline of the 2016 half-kangaroo / half-seal mascot (a Slangaroo), filled with 
the actual text of some of the 270+ hunt items “Gishers” were subjected to that year. Finding a 
typeface that would fill the form solidly while also printing nice and crisp was a challenge, but the 
end result was beautiful.



Saint Ruth
2015
Digital Art, 8” pillar candle in glass jar 

This is one design in my series of tongue-in-cheek altar candles celebrating pop culture; 
in this case, the feminist and Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader-Ginsberg as the Patron Saint of 
Badass Women. In this series, I create contemporary, funky versions of traditional prayer candles, 
complete with original prayer on the reverse side. For this prayer, I included many of Bader-
Ginsberg’s memorable quotes and references to famous dissents. Other candles in the collection 
include Dumbledore, R2-D2 and Hannibal Lector to name a few.
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Minimalist Abstract droid
2016
Digital Art 

Each year on May the 4th there are a large number of unofficial Star Wars events that take 
place across the world. I created this piece for a Star Wars-themed art show at Union House in 
Downtown Las Vegas. I used the event as an opportunity to bridge the gap between my graphic 
design and my watercolor artwork. Using a combination of the pen tool and custom brushes, I 
layered texture and color to produce an abstract-style R2-D2, along with many other characters 
from the Star Wars universe.



The Nerdy Birdy Collection 
2015
Watercolor, Pencil, Ink

I love to incorporate pop culture into my artwork. in my Nerdy Birdy series, I re-imagine 
book and movie characters as birds. I especially love portraying violent characters as these birds 
because of the absurdity of their horrors when subverted by adorableness.  
From top to bottom:  
“Birdtrix Kiddo” (Kill Bill) 5” x 7”
“Ronald Birdsley” (Harry Potter) 5” x 7” 
“We Can’t Stop Here, it’s Boid Country!” (Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas) 5” x 5”



h.b.i.c. (aka Michonne)
2013
12” x 36”
Aerosol paint on canvas

My first real foray into professional art came from, of all things, pumpkin carving. Creating 
my own designs for intricate jack-o-lanterns at Halloween led me to start experimenting with 
simple single layer stencils. Soon I began creating 4 and 5 layer stencils, and before I knew it I 
was turning out custom orders left and right. This piece was the focal point of a larger triptych that 
connected “pet” zombies to the center canvas with lengths of steel chains.



Miguel
2017
16” x 36”
Mixed Media on canvas

In the beginning of 2017 I participated in Questival, a 24 hour adventure race that took 
me hiking, camping and completing fun challenges all over the Mojave Desert and Death Valley. 
The mascot for the event is a cheeky llama named Miguel, whom we were able to meet at the 
starting point. Once the adventure was over, I was inspired to create this colorful, playful llama in 
his honor. Mediums include vintage and found papers, tape, acrylic, oil pastel, gelato and ink on 
canvas.



How Do You Get To Carnegie Hall?
2017
12” x 24”
Mixed Media on canvas

This was a custom painting for a client that has commissioned many pieces of art from me 
in the past. This painting in particular was a birthday present to her son, a prodigious violinist. 
Her requirements were broad, asking only that I incorporate red and black as dominant colors, 
allowing me play with color in highlights and form. Mediums include vintage Rolling Stone 
Magazine pages, tape, acrylic, oil pastel, gelato and ink on canvas.



Sketchbook Clippings
I have no less than five or six sketchbooks in a variety of different substrates scattered around 

my house. I never know when inspiration will hit or via which medium it will demand to be fulfilled. 
It’s where I can put pen or pencil or brush to paper and just see what comes out; the good, the 
bad and the ugly. It’s where new ideas take form while characters reveal themselves to me in quick 
strokes. It’s the bare bones of my art and design and a place to practice without judgement.




